ABSTRACT Antiretroviral-free HIV remission requires substantial reduction of the number of latently infected cells and enhanced immune control of viremia. Latencyreversing agents (LRAs) aim to eliminate latently infected cells by increasing the rate of reactivation of HIV transcription, which exposes these cells to killing by the immune system. As LRAs are explored in clinical trials, it becomes increasingly important to assess the effect of an increased HIV reactivation rate on the decline of latently infected cells and to estimate LRA efficacy in increasing virus reactivation. However, whether the extent of HIV reactivation is a good predictor of the rate of decline of the number of latently infected cells is dependent on a number of factors. Our modeling shows that the mechanisms of maintenance and clearance of the reservoir, the life span of cells with reactivated HIV, and other factors may significantly impact the relationship between measures of HIV reactivation and the decline in the number of latently infected cells. The usual measures of HIV reactivation are the increase in cell-associated HIV RNA (CA RNA) and/or plasma HIV RNA soon after administration. We analyze two recent studies where CA RNA was used to estimate the impact of two novel LRAs, panobinostat and romidepsin. Both drugs increased the CA RNA level 3-to 4-fold in clinical trials. However, cells with panobinostat-reactivated HIV appeared long-lived (half-life Ͼ 1 month), suggesting that the HIV reactivation rate increased by approximately 8%. With romidepsin, the life span of cells that reactivated HIV was short (2 days), suggesting that the HIV reactivation rate may have doubled under treatment.
IMPORTANCE Long-lived latently infected cells that persist on antiretroviral treatment (ART) are thought to be the source of viral rebound soon after ART interruption. The elimination of latently infected cells is an important step in achieving antiretroviral-free HIV remission. Latency-reversing agents (LRAs) aim to activate HIV expression in latently infected cells, which could lead to their death. Here, we discuss the possible impact of the LRAs on the reduction of the number of latently infected cells, depending on the mechanisms of their loss and self-renewal and on the life span of the cells that have HIV transcription activated by the LRAs.
KEYWORDS latency, reactivation, human immunodeficiency virus C ombination antiretroviral therapy (ART) suppresses plasma HIV RNA below the detection limit of laboratory assays and restores the immune systems of infected patients by preventing new rounds of productive infection. However, ART cannot eradicate the infection, and virus replication starts again within weeks of ART cessation (1, 2) . Therefore, treatment is required to be lifelong, with possible long-term toxicities. The cause of viral rebound and the most important obstacle to a cure for HIV infection are unclear, but it is generally believed that virus persists, in part, as long-lived latently infected cells (3) (4) (5) . Since latently infected cells do not produce virus, they are unaffected by the immune system and are unresponsive to ART (6) .
The total number of latently infected cells capable of producing replicationcompetent virus is thought to be roughly 1 million (7) , and the most recent estimate of the half-life of latently infected cells is approximately 4 years (4). If it takes 4 years for the number of latently infected cells to decrease by half under ART, and assuming exponential decay, it would take approximately 88 years for these latently infected cells to decay to half a cell, which can be taken as a rough estimate of the time for eradication under ART alone. This estimate could be somewhat reduced if the stochasticity of the process is taken into account (8) . One modeling study (9) suggested that it would be enough to reduce the reservoir 10,000-fold in order to prevent reemergence after ART interruption in half of all patients. On the other hand, a recent investigation of rebound after ART interruption (2) suggested that a much smaller reduction (200-to 500-fold) would suffice to achieve this goal. Nevertheless, the time on ART necessary to prevent viral rebound would be between 56 years (for 10,000-fold reduction) and 35 years (for 250-fold reduction), which means that ART would still be lifelong in most infected subjects.
There has been recent interest in pharmaceutical agents that reverse HIV latency and initiate virus production from latently infected cells, facilitating elimination of these cells by immune-mediated mechanisms or viral cytolytic effects. Various latencyreversing agents (LRAs) have been investigated, including drugs that trigger the NF-B activation pathway, such as prostratin (10) and bryostatin (11) analogues; BET inhibitors enhancing the binding of the viral Tat protein to the HIV TAR element (12) ; disulfiram (13, 14) ; and histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi), like valproic acid (15, 16) , vorinostat (17, 18) , panobinostat (19) , and romidepsin (20) , that act as epigenetic modifiers. The HDACi were the first compounds to enter clinical trials, given the extensive data on their toxicity from studies in individuals with malignancy. However, all clinical trials of HDACi have demonstrated no decline in the frequency of latently infected cells (15, (18) (19) (20) .
An increase in plasma HIV RNA was seen with panobinostat (19) , romidepsin (20) , and disulfiram (14) , although in the panobinostat trial (19) this was demonstrated by a nonquantitative assay. Changes in HIV transcription have been demonstrated in all trials by showing an increase in the level of cell-associated HIV RNA (CA RNA) in total and resting CD4 ϩ T cells (21) . Synthesis of unspliced (US) HIV RNA is the first step in virus transcription, and multiple subsequent steps, including splicing, cytoplasmic export, synthesis of the regulatory proteins tat and rev, maturation, and budding, are subsequently required for virion release (22) , but US HIV RNA is a marker that HIV transcription has been initiated (18) .
Our aim here was to analyze the implications of the observed increase in virus transcription and virion production (which we call HIV reactivation), measured as CA RNA and plasma HIV RNA, respectively, in these trials. Three effects of HDACi were of particular interest to us but difficult to measure directly: how many more latently infected cells initiated virus transcription per day following administration of the LRA (the extent of "shock"), how long the new HIV-transcribing cells lived (the extent of "kill" without stimulation of immune response), and, finally, what was the effect of this increased HIV reactivation rate on the overall number of latently infected cells. We attempted to deduce the answers to these questions mainly from measurements of the increased quantity of CA US HIV RNA per million cells (the quantity directly measured in clinical trials), which is an indicator of increased provirus transcription.
Since the quantities of CA US HIV RNA per cell can differ substantially, the observed increase can be the result of two different effects that cannot be differentiated: (i) more infected cells initiate HIV transcription every day and (ii) cells that initiate transcription produce more CA US HIV RNA.
In our model, we assume the first effect, i.e., that the cells that have initiated HIV transcription have similar distributions of viral RNA production rates (regardless of whether HIV transcription has been reactivated naturally or by LRA), so that the cell-associated unspliced HIV RNA level is proportional to the number of latently infected cells with reactivated HIV transcription that are present at any time. This number depends not only on the number of cells that initiate transcription every day (what we call the HIV reactivation rate), but also on the life span of these cells once they have reactivated HIV transcription. One previous study has attempted to model a "multistage delayed activation" pathway of latent cells following vorinostat treatment, allowing the cells to pass through various stages of activation (23) . However, for the purposes of our analysis, we consider only a simplified "direct activation" model in which cells become activated and persist for variable periods.
We use the results of the panobinostat (19) and romidepsin (20) trials to illustrate the effect of the interplay of the HIV reactivation rate and death on the US HIV RNA level. For example, although the CA RNA tripled in the presence of panobinostat, our model suggests that the frequency of transcription activation in time increased by less than 10%, while the much larger increase in the number of cells with reactivated HIV was caused by their long life span.
Since the currently tested LRAs were given to patients over only short periods (up to 2 months) because of toxicity concerns, their short-term effects on the reservoir size may have been too small to detect in these studies. We also discuss how different mechanisms of clearance and maintenance of latently infected cells could influence their observed decay rate with the use of LRAs.
RESULTS
Impact of an increased HIV reactivation rate on decay of latently infected cells. Here, we consider some mechanisms that may cause changes in the number of latently infected cells, i.e., cells with silent provirus. Each day, a proportion of these cells naturally initiate virus transcription, and when this occurs, we no longer consider them to be a part of the latent reservoir. Virus transcription is therefore one possible mechanism that can cause a decrease in the total number of latently infected cells, irrespective of the subsequent life span of these cells (as we do not explicitly consider the possibility of reversion to latency).
We assume that LRAs increase the probability that a latently infected cell will start virus transcription, thus increasing the HIV reactivation rate. This should then increase the rate at which the number of latently infected cells decreases.
The size of the latent reservoir is estimated by measuring the integrated HIV DNA (7) under ART, which includes both silent and virus-transcribing HIV DNA. However, the total integrated HIV DNA would decay at the same rate as the silent HIV DNA as long as the cells transcribing HIV are shorter lived than latently infected cells (equations 11 to 13 below).
Although all investigated LRAs showed increased virus transcription, no changes in the latent-reservoir size were detected after the use of LRA in vivo (14, (18) (19) (20) or in vitro (24) . One reason could be the short time during which LRAs were given to ART patients (ranging from 8 weeks for panobinostat to 3 weeks for romidepsin and 3 days for disulfiram), making the detection of reservoir decay problematic. In addition, there are also effects unrelated to the duration of LRA exposure that are involved in the dynamics of the pool of latently infected cells. Here, we attempt to answer the following question: if LRA can raise the HIV reactivation rate, should we expect in principle to see faster decay of the latently infected cells, and if so, how much faster would it be? If, for example, the HIV reactivation rate tripled in the presence of LRAs, would latently infected cells decay 3 times faster?
Actually, the fold increase in the HIV reactivation rate would be equal to the fold increase in the decay rate of latently infected cells only if gradual reactivation of HIV over time (in the absence of LRAs) is the only cause of their disappearance from the latent compartment. This situation is described by the simplest model of latent-pool decay (equations 1 and 2 below), in which latent cells can be removed only when they reactivate HIV transcription, thus leaving the latent compartment forever (and subsequently dying). In this case, the natural decay rate, Δ n , of latently infected cells under ART is equal to the HIV reactivation rate, ␣ n (Fig. 1A, left, mechanisms) . In this case, if the HIV reactivation rate triples in the presence of an LRA (Fig. 1A, middle and right) , then the decay of latently infected cells under drug treatment, Δ d , will also exactly triple.
Let us now assume that the natural attrition of the latent compartment is caused not only by HIV reactivation, ␣, but also by natural death, ␦ L , of latently infected cells without HIV reactivation (Fig. 1B) . We assume that only the HIV reactivation rate triples in the presence of the LRA without any effect on the natural death rate. If death plays only an insignificant role in the natural decay of latently infected cells (Fig. 1B , HIV reactivation Ͼ Ͼ death), then the tripling of the natural HIV reactivation rate will still cause an approximate tripling of the decay of latently infected cells. In Fig. 1B , top right, the red line, representing the actual decay of latently infected cells with LRAs, is only slightly above the dashed line, representing the triple natural decay.
If, on the other hand, latently infected cells decay mainly because they die naturally without HIV reactivation and HIV reactivation contributes only negligibly to the loss (Fig. 1B , HIV reactivation Ͻ Ͻ death), then tripling this low HIV reactivation rate will have almost no effect on the decay rate of latently infected cells. In this case, the actual decay rate of latently infected cells with LRAs (Fig. 1B , right, red line) is only slightly higher than the natural decay (solid black line) and is much lower than triple the natural decay rate (dashed line).
If the latent compartment declines because of HIV reactivation and death of latently infected cells but is also partially maintained by different self-renewal mechanisms, like homeostatic proliferation (25, 26) or infection of new cells (27) , then its natural decay would be the sum of the HIV reactivation rate and the net loss due to the balance of the death and renewal rates (Fig. 1C) . Again, if death and renewal nearly balance (Fig.  1C , HIV reactivation Ͼ Ͼ net loss), virus activation will be the main cause of the reservoir decline. In this case, if LRA triples the HIV reactivation rate, the decay rate of latently infected cells will also approximately triple.
If the death of latently infected cells is the dominant cause of decay and HIV reactivation and renewal make only small contributions (Fig. 1C , HIV reactivation Ͻ Ͻ net loss), then tripling the HIV reactivation rate will again have almost no effect on decay.
In this case, we may be significantly overestimating the increase in the decay rate if we assume that it is equal to the increase in the HIV reactivation rate.
Finally, there is a case where the rate of natural HIV reactivation from latency may be higher than that of the observed decay of the latently infected cells. This would occur when the natural death rate of latently infected cells is lower than the renewal rate, so that the balance of renewal and death without natural HIV reactivation would result in "background growth." Given that latently infected cells are declining overall, the rate of HIV reactivation from latency must be higher than this background growth rate. The observed decay rate of latently infected cells would then be equal to the difference between HIV reactivation and the background growth (Fig. 1C, bottom) . In this case, the tripling of the HIV reactivation rate in the presence of LRA will more than triple the decay rate (Fig. 1C , bottom middle and left). This means that we could be underestimating the increase in the decay rate of the reservoir if we assume that it is equal to the increase in the HIV reactivation rate.
Reversion to latency would slow down the rate of decay of the latent reservoir, with an overall effect somewhat similar to that of additional latent-cell replication.
Interpreting the LRA-induced reactivation of HIV transcription. We have shown above that even if the increase in the proportion of latent cells that start HIV transcription per day (referred to here as the HIV reactivation rate) under LRAs were precisely known, it is difficult to estimate its impact on the number of latent cells when some of the currently known mechanisms underlying the reservoir decay are taken into account. Here, we deal with the issue of how we estimate the increase in the HIV reactivation rate based on the current number of latently infected cells with reactivated HIV transcription. The increase in this number during LRA treatment is in practice measured indirectly, most often by the increase in CA US HIV RNA (14, (18) (19) (20) . We show that the number of reactivated latent cells depends not only on the frequency in time at which the cells reactivate transcription, but also on the cell life span in the HIV-transcribing state.
If we introduce an LRA after long-term ART, we assume that it will reactivate HIV transcription in additional latently infected cells and thus enhance the background HIV reactivation rate from ␣ n to ␣ n plus ␣ d (Fig. 2A) . Consequently, we will observe an increase in the number of cells with reactivated HIV from baseline (Fig. 2B, dashed line) to a higher level (Fig. 2B, red line) . If the cells with LRA-reactivated HIV have the same half-life of 1 day (and therefore the same high death rate) as the cells with naturally reactivated HIV, the new level of HIV-transcribing cells will be reached within days (at the rate ␦ n from equation 13) , and the fold increase in the HIV reactivation rate will be approximately equal to the fold increase in the number of the cells with reactivated HIV during LRA treatment (Fig. 2B, shaded area) . For example, an LRA may triple the natural HIV reactivation rate, so that ␣ d plus ␣ n is equal to 3␣ n or ␣ d is equal to 2␣ n . Then, the net HIV reactivation rate will triple, and the steady-state level of cells transcribing HIV in the presence of LRA will approximately triple (equations 14 and 15).
Impact of the life span of cells with reactivated virus transcription. The behavior of the cells with reactivated HIV shown in Fig. 2B , in which the fold increase in the number of cells is approximately equal to the fold increase in the HIV reactivation rate, relies on the assumption that all cells with reactivated HIV are short-lived. However, recent studies (24, 28) have suggested that cells with HIV reactivated by HDACi may have longer life spans and that virus-specific CD8 ϩ T cells or other immune responses may need to be stimulated in order to facilitate their elimination.
A scenario in which cells with LRA-reactivated HIV have a longer life span than cells with naturally reactivated HIV is schematically represented in Fig. 3A and described by equations 8 to 10. When we introduce an LRA in this more detailed model, it will again reactivate HIV transcription in additional latently infected cells and thus enhance the background HIV reactivation rate from ␣ n to ␣, which is equal to ␣ n plus ␣ d . Consequently, we observe increased frequency of HIV-transcribing cells, A d .
We investigated the effect of the longer life span of cells with LRA-reactivated HIV on the total number of HIV-transcribing cells (Fig. 3B) . We assumed that the cells with naturally reactivated HIV had a short half-life of 1 day and then investigated the effects of different life spans for cells with LRA-reactivated HIV. We assumed that LRA-induced HIV reactivation, ␣ d , was twice the natural HIV reactivation rate (␣ d ϭ 2␣ n ), so that the total HIV reactivation rate of the latently infected cells (␣ ϭ ␣ n ϩ ␣ d ϭ 3␣ n ) is triple the natural HIV reactivation rate (equation 13). In Fig. 3B , we show the results of continuous LRA administration over 50 days. As before, tripling of the HIV reactivation rate led to tripling of the number of HIVtranscribing cells when the cells with LRA-reactivated HIV were short-lived (the red line in Fig. 3B is equivalent to the red line in Fig. 2B ). However, when the cells with LRA-reactivated HIV were 10 times longer lived than the cells with natural HIV reactivation, tripling the HIV reactivation rate resulted in an ϳ20-fold increase in the number of HIV-transcribing cells (Fig. 3B, green line) . If cells with LRA-reactivated HIV were 40 times longer lived, then the number of HIV-transcribing cells would increase 50-fold for the same tripling of the HIV reactivation rate (and would have increased even further if LRA were administered for a longer period). This occurs because, when the cells with reactivated HIV have a short life span, so that only the cells with recently reactivated virus are present at any time, their number is roughly proportional to the HIV reactivation rate. However, when the cells with reactivated HIV are longer lived, we see an accumulation of these cells over a long period, and their final number is much higher than the increase in the HIV reactivation rate. If, indeed, the cells with LRA-reactivated virus lived substantially longer than the cells with naturally reactivated HIV transcription, this would mean that we have to reassess our assumptions about the efficacy of some HDACi in reactivating HIV in latently infected cells. We have shown above how, if an LRA triples the HIV reactivation rate, this may lead to up to a 50-fold increase in the number of HIV-transcribing cells when they are long-lived. However, in the studies of LRAs, it is the amount of reactivated virus that is measured, not the reactivation rate itself. The next question is, given an observed change in the amount of reactivated virus, how much would the HIV reactivation rate need to change for different life spans of the reactivated cells? Figure 3C shows that the LRA-induced HIV reactivation rate needed for tripling of the baseline number of cells transcribing HIV decreased sharply when these cells were progressively longer lived. For short-lived LRA-reactivated cells, we obtained tripling of their number with tripling of the HIV reactivation rate (Fig. 3C, red bar) , but for the 40 times longer-lived LRA-reactivated cells, the same result was achieved with only 8% increase in the virus activation rate (Fig. 3C, blue bar) .
The dynamics of increase in the number of cells with reactivated HIV that led to their tripling after 50 days of continuous LRA administration are shown in Fig. 3D for different cell life spans. When these cells turn over rapidly (red line), they reach the maximum level very fast (within a few days), but when they are longer lived (green and blue lines), this level builds up more slowly over time. When LRA is removed from the system, the cells with LRA-activated virus decay toward baseline at a rate equal to their death rate. Therefore, the most obvious signature of a longer life span of the cells with virus reactivated by LRA is slower decay toward baseline when the drug is removed.
This model allows us to roughly estimate the life span of the cells with reactivated virus and the actual increase in the virus activation rate for HDACi used as LRAs.
Implications of the model for interpreting clinical trial data.
A recent clinical trial of the drug panobinostat (19) showed CA RNA increased 3-fold in the presence of the drug. The drug completely disappeared from plasma within less than a week after the last administration, and the levels of histone acetylation also normalized quickly, but the cell-associated HIV RNA dropped only halfway to baseline in a month after the drug's disappearance. One interpretation of this result is that the cells that reactivated HIV transcription in the presence of the drug persisted once the drug was removed (and acetylation normalized) because they died slowly. In this case, the half-life of the cells with HIV reactivated by panobinostat would be at least 30 days (as roughly estimated from Fig. 1A in reference 19 ), the approximate time after which CA US HIV RNA drops to half of the above-mentioned baseline level at the last dose, and the observed 3-fold increase in cell-associated HIV RNA with panobinostat would be the result of only around 8% increase in the HIV reactivation rate. Another possibility is that the cells with reactivated HIV are dividing, in addition to dying at a natural rate. We did not consider this possibility, because we assumed that virus transcription would lead to cell cycle arrest (29, 30) .
Romidepsin is the most potent LRA evaluated to date. Although during administration CA HIV RNA reaches on average 4 times the baseline level, which is only a small change compared to panobinostat (19) and vorinostat (18) when the uncertainties are taken into account, the dynamics of decay after the last dose are quite different from those of the other two HDACi. The drug half-life in plasma is only several hours (31) . After the last dose, CA RNA decays quite quickly, with a half-life of approximately 2 days (estimated as the time in which CA US RNA drops from the peak after the last dose halfway to baseline in Fig. 2B in reference 20) , while acetylation, interestingly, persists for longer (half-life, ϳ5 days). The observed slow disappearance of acetylation is probably the effect from uninfected cells. We assume that the decay of the CA RNA reflects the death of the cells with the reactivated virus. The rise in CA HIV RNA after administration of romidepsin is accompanied by a rise in plasma virus, suggesting that HIV transcription needs to be followed by viral production for the infected cells to be killed.
The high death rate of the cells with reactivated HIV, with a 4-fold increase in their number, suggests that the HIV reactivation rate increased 2.5 times. However, how much this considerable increase would translate into a reduction of the number of the latently infected cells depends on the mechanisms involved in the maintenance and clearance of the latent reservoir, as discussed above.
It should be noted that the conclusions about the increase in the HIV reactivation rate under LRAs hold even if we include reversion to latency in the model (equations 17 to 19). In this case, cells with LRA-reactivated HIV decay because they either return to latency or die, so that their observed decay rate is the sum of the death rate and the rate of reversion to latency. While they may be even longer lived than observed, it is their life span in the HIV-transcribing state that determines the increase in CA HIV RNA caused by the increase in the HIV reactivation rate.
DISCUSSION
Several classes of drugs have been identified as having the capacity to increase HIV transcription and/or virus production in latently infected cells and are planned to be or are currently being tested in clinical trials for their latency-reversing effects (32) . As the results of these trials become available, it is important to interpret them correctly and to understand their implications. The aim of these trials is to ascertain whether the drugs indeed increase virus transcription in patients on ART with undetectable viral loads (as proof of concept). This was measured by the increase in CA US HIV RNA in total and resting CD4 ϩ T cells relative to baseline. In addition, plasma HIV RNA was commonly quantified to determine if increased transcription was followed by increased plasma virus. Cell-associated HIV DNA, or alternative measures of the reservoir, were determined to establish if there was any decay of the latently infected cells during the period of LRA treatment and follow-up.
On average, a 2-to 4-fold increase in CA US HIV RNA was observed in clinical trials of the HDACi vorinostat (18) , panobinostat (19) , and romidepsin (20) and with the anti-alcoholism drug disulfiram (14) , which verified that these drugs can increase viral transcription under ART. With romidepsin, the increase in transcription was associated with an increase in plasma HIV RNA quantifiable by standard clinical assays, indicating that production of virions followed increased viral transcription. However, no significant changes in the reservoir of integrated or total HIV DNA were detected in any of these trials.
We developed simple models in order to (i) understand why we may not observe a reduction in integrated HIV DNA even when reactivation of virus transcription and production increase several times above baseline and (ii) show that a very small increase in the frequency of HIV reactivation events can lead to a much larger increase in the CA US HIV RNA when the cells with reactivated virus are long-lived. The steps to estimate the increase of latent-reservoir decay caused by LRAs, starting from a measured increase in the CA HIV RNA level, are summarized in Fig. 4 . From the maximum
FIG 4
Steps from measuring the increase in CA HIV RNA under LRA treatment to estimating the reduction of the latent HIV reservoir. LRAs increase the rate of reactivation of HIV transcription in latently infected cells. By measuring the maximal fold increase in the quantity of CA HIV RNA in blood under LRA treatment and the rate of decay after LRA treatment is stopped, one can estimate the greatest possible increase in the HIV reactivation rate. HIV reactivation is only one of a number of mechanisms of loss and renewal that regulate the number of cells latently infected by HIV in patients on ART. Other factors involved in the maintenance of the latent reservoir can also significantly affect our estimates of reservoir reduction. The final reduction of the latent reservoir caused by increasing HIV reactivation can be estimated only when the relative contributions of these mechanisms are better understood.
increase of CA HIV RNA under LRAs and its half-life after LRA removal, one can estimate the increased HIV reactivation rate. An increased HIV reactivation rate is only one of the mechanisms that govern the latent-reservoir decay, and the change in this overall decay strongly depends on the relative importance of all the other mechanisms.
We showed that increasing HIV reactivation would considerably accelerate decay if the reservoir decays mostly because HIV in latently infected cells reactivates and the cells then die. However, if, for example, most latently infected cells simply die by apoptosis before reactivating virus and only a small proportion die from reactivating virus transcription or production, then increasing this small proportion would have a negligible effect on reservoir decay. Indeed, there is some in vitro (33) and in vivo (2) evidence that reactivation from latency may not be the dominant cause of reservoir decline. If in addition a proportion of the cells with LRA-reactivated virus do not die when the drug is removed but slowly return to a latently infected state, then the effect of virus reactivation on reduction of the reservoir will be even smaller. The range of possible outcomes for the reservoir decay becomes even larger as other mechanisms, such as replication of latently infected cells, are taken into account. We considered only a limited number of potential factors, since our aim was to show how, by taking them into account, one could come to very different conclusions about the effects of LRAs on the latent reservoir. Other mechanisms, such as a return to latency or new infections under ART, would probably significantly reduce the impact of LRAs, leading to more different outcomes, and are worth exploring in the future.
While panobinostat and romidepsin caused similar increases in patients' CA HIV RNA, the life spans of cells with reactivated HIV (as judged by the decay of CA HIV RNA after cessation of LRA treatment [19, 20] ) differed by a factor of about 15: approximately 30 days for panobinostat and 2 days for romidepsin. Recent in vitro experiments also suggest that cells with virus transcription reactivated by vorinostat and panobinostat may be longer lived than cells that reactivate virus naturally (24, 28) . Consequently, our model predicted that the potentials of these drugs to reactivate virus in latently infected cells are very different (around 8% above the baseline reservoir HIV reactivation rate for panobinostat and approximately 2.5-fold increase for romidepsin).
An interesting question is why cells with reactivated HIV are so much longer lived under panobinostat (and vorinostat) than under romidepsin. Another difference between romidepsin and the other HDACi was that romidepsin was the only HDACi that also caused bursts of plasma HIV RNA following the peaks in CA US HIV RNA, indicating that virus transcription was followed by production of virions (20) . We thus speculate that initiating viral transcription may not be enough but that virus production may likely be a necessary first step to initiate viral cytopathic effects or immune recognition and cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) killing of infected cells.
One unexplained result in some patients who underwent vorinostat or panobinostat treatment was an increase in CA HIV RNA in follow-up weeks postdosing. One possible explanation could be that the relaxed histone conformation in a portion of infected cells was different after deacetylation from the conformation before the HDACi administration, leaving the integrated HIV genome more exposed to transcription. Indeed, persistent changes in host gene expression were observed following vorinostat treatment (18) . This could result in an increased proportion of cells with integrated provirus naturally initiating virus transcription after deacetylation. Modeling of the effects of vorinostat on CA US RNA levels has suggested a complex multistage delayed activation model can be used to describe HIV reactivation from latency under vorinostat treatment (23) . Fitting of a future stochastic model with an increased probability of HIV reactivation in a proportion of latently infected cells following panobinostat treatment could give a lower estimate of the half-life of the cells transcribing HIV.
A way to achieve the ultimate goal of decreasing the size of the HIV reservoir in patients on ART may be the search for more potent LRA combinations that can reactivate virus transcription or production in a larger proportion of latently infected cells or a search for less toxic LRAs, preferably specific for HIV-infected cells, that can be given continuously with ART. However, characterizing the fate of cells with virus reactivated by LRAs is a key challenge for the field: do they ultimately die, or do they return to latency when the drug is removed? Under which conditions does virus reactivation result in elimination of infected cells? The other challenge is identifying all the effects of these drugs in the context of HIV (32) . New tools that detect the frequency of HIV RNA-producing cells could, for example, clarify if they facilitate expansion of infected cells (34) . Above all, we need a better understanding of the mechanisms of maintenance and decay of the reservoir and the role that activation plays in the decay in order to decide if virus reactivation is the best approach or if interventions that, for example, enhance cellular apoptosis in infected cells (35) would yield better results.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Models. (i) Models of reservoir decay (decay of cells with silent viral DNA).
We define L as latently infected cells, i.e., cells with integrated HIV DNA that do not transcribe or produce virus, and A as cells with reactivated HIV transcription and increase in CA RNA (which may or may not be associated with viral protein production and increase in plasma virus). When the latently infected cells enter the transcription phase, they move from the latent-cell compartment, L, to the compartment, A, with reactivated HIV. The rate at which this process occurs is the HIV reactivation rate, ␣. Basically, the HIV reactivation rate here is the proportion of latently infected cells that start HIV transcription per day, and it is proportional to the frequency of virus reactivation events in time. If reactivation of HIV transcription were the only process by which cells could leave the latent-cell compartment, then the change in the number of latently infected cells over time t would be described by the following equation:
Latently infected cells in this case would decay exponentially from their initial level (L 0 ), with the decay rate equal to the HIV reactivation rate:
This decay is caused simply by HIV reactivation, because the cells with reactivated HIV transcription are no longer counted as latently infected, and it is not affected by the cell life span once the cells enter the transcription phase.
A more general description of the dynamics of the latently infected cells under ART would take into account the total HIV reactivation rate, ␣ (which may be the sum of natural and LRA-induced transcription); the death rate of latently infected cells without HIV transcription, ␦ L ; and the renewal rate of the latent reservoir, , for example, by homeostatic replication. In order to describe this more general scenario, we should replace equation 1 for the reservoir dynamics under ART with the following equation:
In this case, latently infected cells would decay at the rate ␣ ϩ ␦ L -:
Again, the life span of the cells in the compartment, A, with reactivated HIV transcription or production has no influence on the number of latently infected cells, L, in our simple model. This would not be true if we considered a more complex model in which the surviving cells with reactivated HIV could revert to latency. We briefly address a model with reversion to latency below.
In Fig. 1 , the parameters were chosen so that the total decay of latently infected cells under ART in the absence of LRAs (solid black line) was 4.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 per day, resulting in a half-life of approximately 4 years.
(ii) Modeling cells with reactivated HIV transcription. In Materials and Methods below, we consider only the changes in the number of latently infected cells. Here, we focus on the changes in the number of cells that have reactivated HIV transcription and/or production. This number is influenced by how many latently infected cells initiate HIV transcription per day and by the subsequent life span of these cells (i.e., by the rate at which they die).
(a) HIV reactivation under ART without LRAs. In order to better understand the relationship between the increase in the number of cells that transcribe virus that are present at any time (as measured, for example, by CA HIV RNA) and the increase in the frequency of HIV reactivation events, we start from the simplest model of HIV reactivation under ART in the absence of an LRA. The cells with reactivated HIV transcription (A n * ) are generated from the latently infected cells, L*, at the natural HIV reactivation rate, ␣ n , and become short-lived viral RNA-producing cells A n * that die at the rate ␦ n :
where L* decays at the natural decay rate of the latently infected cells, Δ n , possibly described as
If the cells with naturally activated virus die faster than latently infected cells decay (␦ n Ͼ Ͼ Δ n ), the long-term solution of equation 5 is as follows:
We use this expression as the baseline number of HIV-transcribing cells during ART before the start of LRA treatment ( Fig. 2 and 3 ). Note that this number increases as the natural HIV reactivation rate, ␣ n , and the life span of the cells with reactivated HIV (1/␦ n ) increase. 
Latently infected cells now decay at the higher rate
At the beginning of the LRA treatment, the cells with naturally reactivated HIV start at the baseline A n * given by equation 7 but rapidly (after ϳ1/␦ n ) reach the new steady state, A n :
The cells with HIV reactivated by the drug approach their steady-state numbers at a rate equal to their death rate, ␦ d :
The fold increase in the number of infected cells with reactivated HIV compared to baseline, f, is then as follows:
We assume that latently infected cells decay much more slowly than cells with reactivated HIV transcription die. Specifically, we assume that the decay of latently infected cells is much slower than the death rate of the cells with activated HIV transcription (Δ n , Δ n ϩ ␣ d Ͻ Ͻ ␦ n , ␦ d ). Approximating Δ n Ϸ Δ n ϩ ␣ d Ϸ 0 means treating latently infected cells as a constant (L ϭ L 0 ) during the LRA treatment period (and is consistent, with no observed HIV DNA decay). In this approximation (used to plot Fig. 2 and 3) , the steady states of cells with naturally activated virus, A n Ϸ ␣ n L 0 /␦ n , are the same before and during LRA treatment, and the fold increase in infected cells with reactivated HIV with LRA is given by the following equation:
Equations 14 and 15 also describe the increase in CA HIV RNA, provided that virus-transcribing infected cells contain the same average level of CA HIV RNA whether they have HIV reactivated naturally or by an LRA. If the latently infected cells with HIV reactivated by an LRA contain on average fewer or more HIV RNA copies per cell, then A d (t) in equation 14 needs to be multiplied by a scaling factor.
Decay of the integrated viral DNA. The final aim of eradication strategies is to eliminate total intact integrated viral DNA. The measurement of integrated viral DNA does not differentiate between transcriptionally silent DNA and DNA with initiated transcription. Therefore, the number of cells with viable viral DNA (D) is proportional to the sum of the numbers of latent cells and cells with activated virus transcription (both naturally and by LRAs). Without the LRA, the natural decay of the replicationcompetent integrated viral DNA (7) would be the same as the natural decay of the latently infected cells. Using the model in equation 4, it would be as follows: Δ n ϭ ␣ n ϩ ␦ n -. After the administration of LRA at t ϭ 0, there is an additional, drug-induced HIV reactivation rate, ␣ d , and additional cells with drug-reactivated HIV, so that L(t), A n (t), and A d (t) are given by equation 11, equation 12, and equation 13, respectively, and the total number of cells with integrated viral DNA is the sum of the three,
This number decays at the lowest rate in equations 11 to 13. Therefore, the decay of the total integrated DNA is equal to the decay of the latently infected cells if the cells with reactivated HIV die faster than the decay of latently infected cells (␦ d Ͼ Δ n ϩ ␣ d ).
Reversion to latency. If the cells with reactivated HIV not only die, but also return to latency at rate , the model with natural and drug-induced HIV reactivation can be described by the following differential equations:
Latently infected cells and cells with reactivated HIV under LRAs (reactivated both naturally and by LRAs) would in the long term decay at a rate lower than Δ n ϩ ␣ d (with the correction dependent on all the other parameters, increasing monotonically with n and d ). When the LRA is removed (␣ d ϭ 0 in equations 17 to 19), cells with HIV reactivated by LRAs decay at a rate equal to the sum of the death rate and the rate of reversion to latency (␦ d ϩ d ).
